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Nowadays, a new generation of imaging, depth, and ultrasonic sensors and platforms is
embedded in modern-day cities’ infrastructures. Massive volume data from surveillance cam-
eras, social media, and remote/proximate sensing platforms are currently harvested and stored
that scaffold the transform of urban life. Using such rich data to support intelligent and efficient
urban affairs management is a pressing demand to improve livability and accessibility for our
citizens. The rapid growth of cities and the associated human activities lead to various urban
problems, such as congestion, imbalanced resource allocation, and pollution. Urban imaging’s
interest increases day by day, especially since the COVID-19 pandemic and current world eco-
nomic situation. On the other hand, the rapid advance of computing techniques for learning from
massive data has profoundly changed our world in many aspects that significantly improve the
performance of analysis of big data from our daily lives. Yet, the development and application of
advanced computing methods for big urban data (text, images, and videos) analysis and man-
agement are limited, and intelligent technologies are still finding their feet in the fields of smart
communities. New ideas that leverage the vast amount of diverse data from numerous sources
and cutting-edge computing power to address emerging needs are urgently sought. In addition,
urban intelligence leverages advanced sensing and network infrastructure and focuses on
advancing algorithms and applications in artificial intelligence and data sciences to revolutionize
our cities and communities. It serves as the underpinning driving force to the development and
implementation of smart cities. It also integrates the science and technology transformation in
computer sciences, engineering, health, transportation, energy, public safety, etc. The world pop-
ulation is growing, and it is estimated to double by 2050. Therefore, these expectations produce
new challenges and opportunities for cities and communities and urban imaging and its
applications.

This Special Section on Advances in Urban Imaging and Applications presents the latest
research in urban intelligence fields, emphasizing imaging and applications The International
Conference on Urban Intelligence and Applications 2020 hosted presentations of many inno-
vative ideas and new applications. Out of many papers recommended by the conference com-
mittee, six are accepted and included in this special section after thorough reviews and revisions.
The included papers cover exciting topics of urban imaging, including novel algorithms and
applications.

Maharjan et al. present a probabilistic non-rigid point set registration method to deal with
large and uneven deformations, an ill-posed and highly challenging problem. By enforcing land-
mark correspondences, the proposed method preserves the point set’s global shape with signifi-
cant deformations. In addition, the stochastic neighbor embedding is used to protect local
neighborhood structure, which penalizes incoherent transformation within a neighborhood.

Zhong et al. propose a fast and rotation-robust local difference binary descriptor using polar
location. The method is based on a binary test of average intensity, radial gradient, and tangent
gradient of grid cells on multiple log-polar grids. The computational cost is significantly reduced
using a lookup table mapping discrete polar coordinates with image pixel locations and rebuild-
ing the integral image in polar coordinates.

Fan et al. devise a track recognition algorithm based on a semi-supervised generative adver-
sarial network that learns a robust model from a few examples distorted by outliers. The method
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identifies and eliminates the outliers and extracts strong flight features for deep network-based
model creation.

Zhong et al. propose a facial expression recognition method based on the facial part attention
that extracts emotional rich, local features. The proposed method leverages a cluster-based facial
landmarks selection method and a convolution neural network. The convolutional neural net-
work includes an object network for extracting facial features and an attention network for
obtaining local features. The global and local features are integrated into the facial expression
recognition model.

Xu et al. investigate the active balancing control with an aim towards real-time management
of imaging platforms in response to external events. The method circumvents the inevitable
delay in the high-speed systems. The method introduces an integral transformation term to con-
vert a time-delay system into a dynamic model without delaying active balancing control.

Wang et al. study the synchronization of virtual camera motion attitude for improved accu-
racy in the multiplayer motion capture and virtual augmentation. The proposed system leverages
the Unity3D platform and optical positioning technology to locate the position of the camera and
virtual roles. The inertial attitude sensing technology is used to obtain multiple targets’ attitude,
which achieves an integration of the optical positioning and the inertial attitude sensor.
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